Which document prevails in case of direct conflict in instructions?

- Patient-completed Living Will; no grant of power to agent to override
- Patient-completed MDPOA; no grant of power to override Living Will
- Patient-completed MOST

⇒ Most recent document prevails

- Patient-completed Living Will; no grant of power to agent to override
- Patient-completed MDPOA; no grant of power to override Living Will
- Healthcare Agent–completed MOST

⇒ Most recent of Living Will and MDPOA instructions prevails

- Patient-completed Living Will; WITH grant of power to agent to override
- Patient-completed MDPOA; WITH grant of power to override Living Will
- Healthcare Agent–completed MOST

⇒ MOST prevails
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Which document prevails in case of direct conflict in instructions?

- Patient-completed CPR Directive
- Patient-completed MOST

⇒ Most recent document prevails

- Patient-completed CPR Directive
- Healthcare Agent–completed MOST

[ ✔ ]

- Healthcare agent–completed CPR Directive
- Patient-completed MOST

[ ✔ ]

- Healthcare agent–completed CPR Directive
- Healthcare Agent–completed MOST

⇒ Most recent document prevails
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